Reel Resistance acknowledges the difference and asymmetry of the authors' respective "personalities and positionalities" in a work that brings together a "White British female scholar from the Global North" and a "Black Cameroonian male artist from the global South".

I disagree with this forced décolonial dichotomy: Teno is a cosmopolitan, widely travelled artist, who has mostly resided in the North, outside his native Cameroon, whilst the influence of French language and culture on Thackway is clear.

The postcolonial concepts Thackway uses are generally on point, however I cannot help taking issue with her comfortable use of the term "subaltern", assuring the reader that not only can the "subaltern" speak (Spivak), but that he or she can also do so "refractorily"; he/she can speak back and shoot back. Unless employed with irony, "subaltern" has a tendency, surely unintended here, of naturalising, of normalising the constructed status of dominated subjects and nations. That said, Thackway's methodology, based on decolonial/postcolonial theories is rigorous, savvy and balanced.

The book is divided into three main sections. Part 1 proposes an "Introduction to Documentary Filmmaking in Africa", which "situates and contextualises Teno's work" within the global and African contexts (chapter 1), while offering "critical insights" into its "salient themes" and aesthetic characteristics. Part 2, titled "In Conversation" gives ample space for Teno to retrace and develop, in his own voice, his "first steps" and "first encounters", his commitment to "filming the real", his documentary practice and experiments, his employment of archives and other assembled audio and visual elements, his African endogenous reinvention of the documentary and his fears and visions for the future of African filmmaking. Here, in Part 2, Thackway, following keen and substantial theoretical analysis and in keeping with her postcolonial approach, effaces herself. She allows Teno room to gather together, in one place, his views and debates with film audiences and students worldwide. Thackway unobtrusively enhances Teno's willingness to address with confidence and candour, historical awareness and critical incisiveness, political engagement and soul-searching, her questions regarding his creative journey. Reaching far beyond the self, Teno delves into problematics of story, history, memory, "decolonizing the cinema", "endogenising film language", transmissions and circulations. Part 3 is devoted to substantial appendices featuring the "Writings of Jean-Marie Teno" and his filmography, respectively.

Reel Resistance is valuable as a pioneering work on Jean-Marie Teno's biography and filmography. The originality of Reel Resistance may be highlighted by a comparison with a worthy but altogether different monograph: Med Hondo: un cinéaste rebel by Ibrahim Signaté (1994). In Reel Resistance the co-authors present and unpack a rich, deep, multifaceted offering which is academically sound, attentive to specific films, helpful regarding the overall corpus of the filmmaker's oeuvre, whilst tackling the more overarching problematics of the documentary genre and colonial history. This is already a feat. But there is more: in Reel Resistance the filmmaker and his oeuvre exist, fully and clearly, in themselves, rather that serving as pretexts and prime materials for scholarly investigation or the performance of knowledge. Thackway's generosity and critical rigour allow her to pinpoint the international value of Teno's cinema, whilst Teno's bold and brilliant understanding of history and politics makes this work a must for readers, be they scholars or the general public. Reel Resistance is a treasure trove for understanding how the colonial past impacts the cultural present and future, in film and society, eliciting a wealth of creative resistance.
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Of Motherhood and Melancholia: Notebook of a Psycho-ethnographer.
Lou-Marié Kruger.

In Of Motherhood and Melancholia, psychologist Lou-Marié Kruger sets out to give an account of the complex realities and lived experiences of low-income mothers in post-apartheid South Africa. The book covers two decades of clinical and research encounters in the Dwarsriver Valley, a semi-rural community outside Stellenbosch in the Western Cape. It is organised around the themes of home, labour, love, work, food, pleasure, illness and death (the ordinary aspects of life that “become brutal” [8] in the valley). Instead of a
conventional academic treatise coolly delivering facts and conclusions, the reader finds a text almost literary in form, often fragmented and poetic, filled with anguish and doubt. “Feel my hands—they are always wet” (I) the prologue starts. A work that is birthed with difficulty, questioning its own being there at every juncture. “I try to write the book. I cannot finish it” (II).

Kruger makes the difficulty of writing this book a central theme of the text, rendering the limitations of her project transparent to the reader (casting off the protective layers of obfuscating academic language and the scientific pretence of objectivity). The cause of her paralysis is far from unique: it is “the problem of white writing” (15). As “yet another white woman trying to write South Africa”, a middle class academic attempting to make sense of the slow violence of racialised poverty, Kruger is “[l]ocked into [a] hierarchical position” from where “writing seems to be an impossibility” (15).

In the beautiful and almost haunting style that becomes characteristic of the text, Kruger articulates this problem metaphorically and symbolically when she unpacks the meaning of the name of the Dwarssrivver Valley—a valley “across or cross the river” (253). To get there from the affluent, leafy town of Stellenbosch (“that green hell” [15]) where Kruger lives, she must drive through the Bange Kloof, “a tremendous passage”, a “valley of fear” (12). “I decide my book is about passages—of pregnancy, of childbirth, of motherhood, of healing, of becoming a psychologist” (13), she writes. A book of liminality, thresholds, and margins. The hierarchies and borderlines that Kruger finds herself locked into and is trying to write across, are not only between white and black, rich and poor. In her clinical encounters and research interviews she also runs up against the rifts between researcher and research subject, mind and body, observation and engagement, self and other, agency and disempowerment, among many others.

From a feminist philosophical perspective Kruger’s work on motherhood takes on radical symbolic significance, because of its commitment to the liminal. In her famous rereading of Plato’s Cave Myth, French feminist philosopher Luce Irigaray argues that the Western symbolic order is founded on a forgetting or a burial of the (m)other, represented by the cave (the matrix/womb) which the prisoner leaves behind to move toward the Sun/Idea in an erasure of material beginning. The forgetting of the “path that links two worlds” leads to the “founding” or “hardening” of all “dichotomies, [...] all the confrontations of the irreconcilable representations” (Irigaray 247). The result is that difference is constructed as opposition and hierarchy, so that the world is broken up into an endless range of binaries like mind/body, culture/nature, self/other, subject/object, where the second terms are less-than and coded feminine, serving as negative foil for the emergence of the primary terms, coded masculine.

The work of scholars like Oyèrónké Oyewùmí shows how this sacrificial logic is not only at the basis of patriarchy, but also structures the racial project of colonisation, where blackness (similar to and intersecting with femininity in relation to masculinity), becomes the negative foil for whiteness and where the hierarchical dichotomy of white/black is mapped onto the dichotomies of human/non-human, spirit/matter, present/past etc. Understood in this way, the intersecting work of feminism and decolonisation requires the undoing of the murder of the (m)other through restoring the forgotten relationship or path: “Between ... Between.... Between the intelligible and the sensible. Between good and evil. The One and the many. Between anything you like. All oppositions that assume the leap from a worse to a better” (emphasis in original) (Irigaray 47–8).

It is this difficult symbolic work that Of Motherhood and Melancholia is engaged in when it commits to thinking in terms of encounter and relation (rather than opposition and hierarchy). Notable here is the book’s consistent and creative undermining of what might be the central dichotomy in the discipline of psychology and our established academic processes of knowledge production, namely mind versus body (closely connected to self versus other). “Fuck psychology and fuck research”, Kruger thinks when the rules of infant observation prohibit the researcher to hold the baby “as if observing is not a form of interaction” (29).

Especially striking in this regard is the chapter on hunger, which Kruger starts with the question: What does it mean to be hungry? (155). “Psychologists do not know what to do with hungry people” (157). The idea of hunger conjures up “an open mouth, lips, teeth, tongue” and “[a] naked bony body with bones, an anorexic girl, kwashiorkor or an obese man,” she writes (157). However, “always, implicit in hunger is also desire (the desire to eat, to be loved, to be nurtured)” (157). When she thinks about this kind of hunger, she is “not only thinking about the too-skinny, blonde, straight-haired girls” that she encounters in the context of her private practice in Stellenbosch, but also about “the desolate women standing in line for the unpalatable mix-up in the soup kitchen, the school kids who are hungry on Mondays, the many young women who crave a baby,
Wilmien Wilders who wants a job, the Wolf Man who dreams of being mouthless, and Dora whose hungry children make her crazy” (173–4).

Kruger’s commitment to thresholds and passages leads her to turn to literature, metaphor and narrative as main register or lens through which to approach and give expression to her work in the valley. By foregrounding the narratives of the mothers, interspersed with journal entries as well as fragments of Beckett, Kamfer, Neruda and Szymborska (among many others), the book becomes “an indirect critique of how the poor and the ‘slow violence of poverty’ have been (mis)represented and systematically obscured in academic writing, albeit inadvertently” (9).

Kruger’s own writing is rich, poetic and layered, with some passages so startling in their detail, depth and beauty that the reader pages back, sometimes more than once, to read it again, slowly. Through this turn to narrative, the text holds space for seemingly opposing worlds to exist in relation to one another, for ambiguity and paradox to be generative rather than corrosive of meaning—a defiant gesture against the symbolic matricide at the foundation of the colonial patriarchy that continues to structure our world. In Motherhood and Melancholia, the reader encounters not only the (m)others of the valley, but always also and again, herself.
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